Figure of merit of a europium type 1:2:3 superconductor compound
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In this work we evaluate the potentialities of the compound $\text{EuBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_{7-\delta}$ for thermoelectric applications by showing the curves of thermoelectric figure of merit versus temperatures at different oxygen concentrations. Today those kinds of data are not accessible in current literature for these types of compounds. The curves indicate that the best figure of merit corresponds to a sample with an electric conductivity related to a de-oxygenation parameter $\delta = 0.7$, when the material is not in a superconducting state (tetragonal phase). For this oxygen concentration, the values achieved for the electrical conductivity, together with data of thermoelectric power and thermal conductivity, are acceptable for starting a search in thermoelectric applications, which allow us to suppose a possible basement to improve the figure of merit in this compound.
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En este trabajo evaluamos las potencialidades del compuesto $\text{EuBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_{7-\delta}$ para aplicaciones termoeléctricas mostrando las curvas de figura de mérito termoeléctrico contra temperatura a diversas concentraciones de oxígeno. Actualmente estos datos no están accesibles en la literatura para esa clase de compuestos. Las curvas indican que la mejor figura de mérito corresponde a una muestra con un coeficiente de desoxigenación $\delta = 0.7$, que es cuando el material no está en estado superconductor (fase tetragonal). Para esta concentración de oxígeno, los valores obtenidos para la conductividad eléctrica, junto con datos de potencia termoeléctrica y conductividad térmica, son aceptables para iniciar una búsqueda con aplicaciones termoeléctricas, lo cual nos permite suponer una posible base para mejorar la figura de mérito en este compuesto.

Descriptores: Figura de mérito termoeléctrica; Efectos termoeléctricos en superconductores; Materiales superconductores cerámicos.

PACS: 74.25.Fy; 74.72.Jt; S10.15

1. Introduction

When a thermal gradient is applied to an electric material allows the inter-conversion of two forms of energy; a) thermal energy; and b) electrical energy. The conversion is direct and does not go through a third form of energy.

There are three different thermoelectric effects:

- The Seebeck effect: When two junctions of different metals are placed at temperature difference $\Delta T$, a voltage $\Delta V$ will develop. The Seebeck coefficient is defined as:

$$\alpha = \lim_{\Delta T \rightarrow 0} \frac{\Delta V}{\Delta T} \text{ (VK$^{-1}$)} \tag{1}$$

- The Peltier effect: When a current $I$ is passed through a junction between two different conductors, heat $Q$ is absorbed or released depending on the direction of the current. The Peltier coefficient is defined as:

$$\pi = \frac{Q}{I} \text{ (WA$^{-1}$)} \tag{2}$$

- The Thomson effect: When a current $I$ is passed through a homogeneous conductor with a temperature gradient $\Delta T$, a heating or cooling effect $\Delta Q$ is shown. The Thompson coefficient is defined as:

$$\gamma = \lim_{\Delta T \rightarrow 0} \frac{\Delta Q}{\Delta T} \text{ (WA$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$)} \tag{3}$$

The ability of a thermocouple to perform as a thermoelectric cooler or electric generator is characterized by the thermoelectric figure of merit $Z$, which is related to the Seebeck coefficient $\alpha$, thermal conductivity $\kappa$, and electrical conductivity $\sigma$.

$$Z = \frac{\alpha^2}{\kappa / \sigma_p + (\kappa / \sigma_n)^{1/2}} \text{ (°K$^{-1}$)}, \tag{4}$$

where $p$ and $n$ are two branches of the thermocouple made of an n-type conductor and a p-type conductor.

The thermoelectric Figure of Merit for a single material (lower case $Z$) is defined as:

$$Z = \alpha^2 \frac{\sigma}{\kappa} \text{ (1/°K)} \tag{5}$$

For Thermocouple (upper case $Z$), the Figure of Merit can be considered as an average of $Z_p$ and $Z_n$.

The best thermoelectric material requires: a large Seebeck coefficient, a high electrical conductivity, and low thermal conductivity.
One of the main thermoelectric applications is for refrigeration purposes and is called Peltier refrigerators. Bi$_2$Te$_3$ is the thermoelectric material of choice for this application, $ZT = 0.9$ at room temperature; this is known as the thermoelectric effect.

The ability of a material to perform as a thermoelectric cooler or electric generator is characterized by the thermoelectric figure of merit $Z = (\alpha^2 \sigma / \kappa)$, where $\alpha$ is the Seebeck coefficient, $\sigma$ is thermoelectric power, $\kappa$ is the thermal conductivity, and $\kappa$ is the thermal conductivity. In this figure of merit, the higher the $Z$ value, the better the material. Higher values in the product of the squared thermoelectric power by the electrical conductivity, $\alpha^2 \sigma$, together with a lower value in the thermal conductivity, $\kappa$, gives a higher thermoelectric figure of merit. However, in superconductor materials, it happens that in the superconductor state, when $\sigma$ is practicable infinity, $\alpha$ goes to zero. When the material is in the normal state, $\sigma$ parameter takes on lower values and $\alpha$ grows. The $\kappa$ goes like $\sigma$; higher values in the superconductor state and lower values in the normal state. Under these circumstances it must be necessary to optimize the combination of the three parameters in order to have the highest thermoelectric figure of merit parameter.

After an exhaustive research over nearly a half-century, the best-known materials have been found to have a dimensionless figure of merit, $Z/T$, value less than unity, where $T$ is the temperature. Recently, however, several models have been developed which suggest that values substantially greater than unity may be attainable on real building materials [1].

As can be seen from the equation above, a material will have a high $Z$ if it has a large Seebeck coefficient, high electrical conductivity and low thermal conductivity. Copper oxide superconductors seem to fit these characteristics by proper manipulation of the atomic stoichiometry of the compounds.

Among the new materials developed during the last decade, the oxide compounds of the La$_{2-x}$M$_x$CuO$_4$ family are promising candidates for thermoelectric conversion. In sintered samples, figures of merit greater than $10^{-3}$ K$^{-1}$ have been obtained [2,3]. This is still a very low value, but this result could most probably be improved in other superconducting oxide families.

From the results available in the literature [2], it is possible to estimate $\alpha^2 / \rho$ to be higher than $3 \times 10^{-4}$ W m$^{-1}$K$^{-2}$ for sintered samples of the YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-\delta}$ family, with $\delta$ in the range 0.65 to 0.75, while the thermal conductivity lies between 2 and 6 W m$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$. The figure of merit calculated from these data, for the Y123 family, has no better values than those found for the La$_{2-x}$M$_x$CuO$_4$ family, however the R123 compounds, where $R$ = rare earth, are those kinds of materials for which it is possible to drastically modify the thermoelectric power, and thermal conductivity, by modifying the stoichiometry, and could be viewed as candidates for thermoelectric conversion. It would certainly be interesting to investigate the copper oxide materials in which superconducting properties were not found. This lack of research into this kind of compound has motivated us to investigate the thermoelectric figure of merit as a function of temperature and oxygen-doping dependence in Eu123, as a first step in researching in this direction.

It is interesting to discuss the thermoelectric Figure of Merit because there is very little information in the literature related to this kind of perovskite material. Recently, ceramic compounds have been studied as good thermoelectric materials [4,5], besides thermoelectric materials containing Europium have also been considered [6].

2. Experimental

The samples of EuBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-\delta}$ were synthesized by the standard solid-state reaction procedure, a well mixed, ground powder of high purity reagents of Eu$_2$O$_3$, BaCO$_3$, and CuO, in the correct stoichiometry ratio. The samples were then oxygenated at different times, while maintaining diverse metastable-oxygen concentrations, 7-\delta. The X-ray diffraction pattern of samples shows tetragonal structures for non-oxygenated or low-oxygenated samples and orthorhombic structures for medium and long term oxygenation samples, respectively. Oxygen content was obtained by the double titration method [7]. The analysis of powder diffraction pattern shows a transition orthorhombic-tetragonal at $\delta$ value of 0.55. Appropriate techniques for heat conductivity measurements are finding in Chaiking et al. [8], Reed et al. [9] and Berevelyi [10].

The electric conductivity measurements were done in a closed-cycle low temperature refrigerator. The critical temperature in the samples was achieved by the four probe method for resistivity measurements, giving results that range from vanishing $T_c$ for non-oxygenated samples to $T_c = 91.2$ K for the most oxygenated.

3. Results and conclusions

In this work, the electrical conductivity parameter was measured in six polycrystalline samples of EuBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-\delta}$ as a function of temperature and metastable oxygen on content. The de-oxygenation parameter $\delta$ was 0.04, 0.09, 0.15, 0.38, 0.55 and 0.69. All of these sample systems were superconductors, except the last one [11].

Figure 1 shows curves of electrical conductivity versus temperatures for several oxygen concentrations. We observed that the higher concentrations of oxygen, 1-\delta, produce the higher electrical conductivity, whereas results previously reported [12] in the same samples show a maximum value of 140 $\mu$V/K for the thermoelectric power at a temperature around 250 K, which corresponds to a deoxygenating value of 0.7 and samples with less oxygen content have the highest thermoelectric power values.
The thermal conductivity as a function of temperature and diverse oxygen content, measured in the same samples in previous work [11], shows that the lower oxygen concentrations produce the lowest thermal conductivity values, which helps to enhance the thermoelectric figure of merit.

Finally, in Fig. 2, we show the figure of merit curves of EuBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-\delta}$ as a function of temperature and oxygen content, which was obtained from the measured electrical conductivity, $\sigma$, of Fig. 1 in this paper, together with our previously reported experimental data [11,12] for $\alpha$ and $\kappa$. By examination of the dimensionless figure of merit curves, in Fig. 2, we can see that samples with less oxygen content have the best figure of merit.

Though the thermoelectric figure of merit of the EuBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-\delta}$ compound in general is still low compared to unity, further investigations on the non superconducting phase of this ceramic perovskite type compounds might reveal promising candidates for the Peltier cooling. As we know, electrical conductivity, thermoelectric power and thermal conductivity are very sensitive to the concentration of substituted atoms, oxygen in this case. Due to the latter behavior, it is possible to modify drastically the thermo physical properties of the samples by modifying the stoichiometry, i.e., doping with proper heavier atoms in the correct place must give a lower thermal conductivity.
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